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Municipal engineering register

1. Controller

The Urban Environment Committee. The controller’s duties have been delegated to the technical director. Urban Environment Committee's decision 15 May 2018 HEL 2018-004277.

Urban Environment Division, Työpajankatu 8, P.O. Box 58220, FI-00099 City of Helsinki

2. Person in charge of the register

Job title

Unit Manager

3. Contact person for the register

Job title

Development Manager

Contact information

Urban Environment Division, Työpajankatu 8, P.O. Box 58220, FI-00099 City of Helsinki
4. Purposes of processing personal data and legal basis for the processing

Purposes of processing

The purpose of processing personal data in the register is related to tasks concerning the infrastructure asset management, planning, construction and maintenance of the City of Helsinki’s outdoor lighting, traffic lights, event electricity, public toilets and other technical devices serving public areas.

Legal basis for the processing

Point (c) of Article 6(1) of the EU General Data Protection Regulation: processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subject.

Point (d) of Article 6(1) of the EU General Data Protection Regulation: processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of another natural person.

Point (e) of Article 6(1) of the EU General Data Protection Regulation: the processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller.

Relevant legislation

- EU General Data Protection Regulation (679/2016)
- Data Protection Act (1050/2018)
- Act on the Openness of Government Activities (621/1999)
- Land Use and Building Act (132/1999)
- Land Use and Building Decree (895/1999)
- Electricity Market Act (588/2013)
- Road Traffic Act (729/2018)
- Road Traffic Decree (182/1982)
- Ministry of Transport and Communications Decree on Traffic Lights for Road Traffic (1012/2001)
- Lift Safety Act (1134/2016)
- Electrical Safety Act (1135/2016)
- Act on Shared Construction and Use of Network Infrastructure (276/2016)

5. Data content of the register

As regards persons involved in the Municipal Engineering Unit's infrastructure asset management, planning, construction and maintenance: name, address, telephone number, e-mail address, vehicle registration number, qualification certificate, CV/account of work experience, employment certificates, difficulty class, account of worksites being planned and in progress, specific information related to the person’s professional skills, real property unit ID, emission class of vehicles, investigation notice, investigation notice number, damage number, name of the business, and contact and invoicing information.

6. Statutory disclosure of personal data

Personal data is disclosed to entitled parties in accordance with legislation.

Data in the register is not transferred outside of the EU or EEA.

7. Data retention periods

The data is deleted after the end of its intended purpose.

8. Information sources for personal data

The personal data is obtained from data subjects themselves, from notifications submitted by the business or from authorities.